
Spelling Programme - Year 5
Autumn 1
These are the spellings for the year; children are assessed at the beginning of the week to
determine which level they will practise.

Spellings highlighted in yellow are revisited words, and allow for them to be consolidated.

Week Sound Focus Level 1 Level 2

1 ‘s’ (sat) -
Mainly prefixes
- explain the
prefixes.
-se
-ss
-sc
-st
-cc
-ce

Accent, accept, acceptance,
visible, visibly, sensible,
sensibly, advise/advice,
steel/steal
Disastrous, existence,
embarrass, necessary,
criticise, bruise, desperate

practise/practice,
descent/dissent, transferring,
transferred, transference,
Disastrous, existence,
embarrass, necessary,
criticise, bruise, desperate

2 ‘A’ (cat) Ambitious, malicious,
assistance, advice/advise,
adorable, adorably,
Accommodate, achieve,
temperature, harass, variety,
amateur, disastrous

Applicable, applicably,
altar/alter, appraise, appraisal,
generalise, practise/practice
Accommodate, achieve,
harass, variety, amateur,
disastrous

3 ‘t’  (tin)
-te
-tt
-ed

observant, hesitant, innocent,
frequent, obedient,
independent, knight, ought,
bought, doubt
apparent, controversy,
committee, definite,
desperate, opportunity,
immediately

interruption, thistle,
comfortably, profit/prophet,
establish, alternative,
undoubtedly, transferred
apparent, controversy,
committee, definite,
desperate, opportunity,
immediately,

4 ‘p’ (pot)
-pp

practice/practise, profit/
prophet, preferred, preference,
co-operate, independent,
opportunity, apparent,
desperate, appreciate,
privilege, prejudice,

compliment/complement,
proceed/precede, component,
presume,
opportunity, apparent,
desperate, appreciate,
privilege, prejudice,
equipped, applicably,

5 ‘i’ (in)
-y- symbol

vicious, suspicious, malicious,
considerable, dissent, thistle,
innocent,legible
Symbol, system, bargain,
physical, sacrifice, definite,
community

fictitious, nutritious, clarify,
justify, specifically, confidential
criticise, symbol, system,
bargain, physical, sacrifice,
definite, community

6 -n (not_
-nn (planning)

anxious, dependable,
observance, confidence,

principal/principle,
licence/license, transference,



-kn
-gn
-pn

noticeable, changeable,
preference, nought,
transferred
ancient, conscious,
existence, government,
determined, excellent,
parliament, guarantee,
definite

substance, gnawed,
acknowledgement,
ancient, conscious,
existence, government,
determined, excellent,
parliament, guarantee,
definite

7 -m (man)
-mm
-mb
-mn

ambitious, maliciously,
mourning/morning, lamb,
climb, solemn, autumn,
embark,
determined, temperature,
committee,immediately,
embarrass, community,
parliament, rhythm,
environment

symmetrical, commerce,
commence, commonly,
pneumatic
determined, temperature,
committee, immediately,
community, parliament,
rhythm, environment

8 -d (dog)
-dd- muddle
-ed - grabbed

deceive, incredible,
independent, considerable,
descent/dissent, doubt,
preferred,
determined, desperate,
develop, immediately,
persuade, soldier, address,
disastrous

committed, excitedly,
forbidden, addressed,
identification,
determined, desperate,
develop, immediately,
persuade, soldier, address,
disastrous

Autumn 2

Week Spelling
Sound

Level 1 Level 2

1 D
-d-dog
-dd-muddle
-ed-grabbed

decent decency, obedient,
obedience, understandable,
suddenly, adorable, adorably,
descent, dissent, awkward,
desperate, determined,
immediately, soldier,
disastrous

independent, independence,
considerable, considerably,
differentiate, discriminate,
denote, saddened,
awkward, desperate,
determined, immediately,
soldier, disastrous

2 -g-got
-gg-juggle
-gh-ghost

legible, guessed, guest,
smuggler spaghetti, yoghurt,
government, guarantee,
signature, recognise,
aggressive,

aggrieve,aggravation,
aghast, ghastly,  invigorate,
government, guarantee,
signature, recognise,
aggressive,

3 -o- not
-a-was
-ou-cough

Solemn, co-operate, innocence,
tolerance,  possible, fcompose,
impossible, conscious,
conscience, opportunity,
symbol, foreign

Swashbuckling, squalid,
quantity, quadrant,
quarrelsome, squabble,
conscious, conscience,
opportunity, symbol,
foreign



4 -c-cat conscious, cautious, confident,
confidence, cough, committee,
communicate, community,
controversy

complement, compliment,
contribution, specific,
discriminate, committee,
communicate, community,
controversy

5 -e-
-e-bed
-ea-bread
-ai-said
-ie-friend
-eo-leopard

licence, license preference,
reference, incredible, solemn,
frequent, expectant, aspect,
befriend, apparent, necessary,
marvellous

encouragement, foretell,
generalise, disinterested,
steadily, stealthy, secretive,
friendlier apparent,
necessary, marvellous

6 -r-rat
-rr-carry
-wr-write
-rh-rhino

Frequency, reference, referee,
draft, draught, quarrelsome,
sorrowfully, barren,wreckage,
wrath, wrestled, rhubarb,
curiosity, criticise,
restaurant, temperature

Nutritious, reliably,
transference, prophecy,
prophesy, rhapsody, rhyme,
rhythm, curiosity, criticise,
restaurant, temperature

Spring 1

Week Spelling
Sound

Level One Level Two

1 -l-lip
-ll-full
-le-apple
-el-travel
-il-pupil
-al-final
-ol-idol

malicious, solemnly, island,
sensibly, isle, aisle, altar,
alter, dwell, individual,
leisure, parliament,
familiar,

partial, official, physical,
bridal, bridle, essential, shrill,
principal, principle,
individual, leisure,
parliament, familiar,

2 -ai- long ‘a’
sound
-ai- train
-ay-day
-a-paper
-a_e- cake
-ey- they
-ei- vein
-aigh-straight
-eigh-eight
ae-sundae

changeable, co-ordinate,
sundae, amazement, inflate,
osprey, majorly, translate,
appreciate, exaggerate,
persuade, immediately,
communicate,

translation, inflation, betrayal,
dismayed, weightiness,
appraise, straightened,
discriminate, migration,
appreciate, exaggerate,
persuade, immediately,
communicate,

3 -air-
-air-stair
-are-dare
-ear-pear
-eir-their
-ere-where
-ayor-mayor

Flare, flair, downstairs, outstare, chairman, chairwomen,
prepare, despairing, unaware, compare, repaired,
undeclared, aerial, aerodynamic,



-ayer-prayer
-ae-aeroplane

4 -ar-
-ar-charge
-a-glass
-al-calm
-er-clerk
-ear-heart

summarise, sergeant, headquarters, thwarted,
remarkable, revolutionary, becalmed, parliament,
marvellous, awkward

5 -ee-
-ee-keep
-ea-seat
-e-me
-y-funny
-ey-key

frequent, frequently,
frequency, conceal, beneath,
referee, proceed, jubilee,
especially, immediately,
necessary, opportunity,
guarantee, community

needlessness, concealment,
undefeatable,breached,
catastrophe, chameleon,
premium, bestowed,
especially, immediately,
necessary, opportunity,
guarantee, community

6 -ee-
-e_e-eve
-ie-chief
-ei-receive
-i-variation
-eo-people

deceive, receive, perceive,
seize, ceiling, queue,
premier, angriest, sincerely,
achieve, mischievous,
convenience,
communicate,

loneliest, naughtier, precede,
contribution, chlorine,
extreme, sincerely, achieve,
mischievous, convenience,
communicate,

Spring 2

Week Spelling Sound Level One Level Two

1 -er-
-er-her
-ur-turn
-ir-girl
-or-world
-ear-learn
-our-colour
-ar-collar
-re-centre
-yr-martyr

observant, referring, circular,
transferral, herd, heard,
stationery, structure, myrrh,
moisture, desperate,
temperature, amateur, occur,
familiar,

circulatory, alternatively,
controversial, differentiate,
aversion, aspiration,
expenditure, transference,
desperate, temperature,
amateur, occur, familiar,

2 -j-
-j-jet
-g-gentle
-ge-large
-dge-fudge
-dj-adjust

adjudge, smidgeon, badgering, trudge, adjective, adjourned,
adjacent,  generalise, justify, prejudice, exaggerate,
privilege, average, vegetable

3 -oo-
-oo-scoop
-ui-bruise
-ou-group
-o- shoe

gratuity, soothing, fluid, recruit, cougar, router, roulette,
groupings, acoustic, through, community, nutritious,
communicate,



-ough-through
-u-community

4 -or-
-or-forgetting
-our-your
-ore-more
-a-ball
-oar-board
-ar-warm
-ough-fought
-augh-daughte
r
-al-walk
-oor-door
-au-fraud
-aw-lawn

board, adorable, comfortable,
horrible, co-ordinate, dawdle,
gnaw,  withdrawn, distraught,
restaurant,

awkward, flawless,
cautionary, slaughter,
naughtiness, wrought,
forethought, quarterly,
straightforward,
restaurant,

5 -ow-
-ow-cow
-ou-out
-ough-drought

drowsy, drowsiness, disallow, renowned, drought, doubt,
undoubted, undoubtedly, scouring, sprouting, devout, frown.

6 qu acquired, adequate, sequence, frequent, disquiet, tranquil,
quadrant, quandary, equality, vanquish

Summer 1

Week Spelling Sound Level One Level Two

1 -s-
-s-sugar
-ti-initial
-ci-special
-sh-shop
-ch-machine

ambitious, vicious, cautious, commercial, fictitious,
stationary, stationery, nutritious, differentiate, separation,
ancient, appreciate, conscious, leisure,

2 V
-v -
-v-e have

Vicious, visible, visibly, deceive, conceive, receive, perceive,
mischievous, variety, privilege, environment,
government, controversy, average, marvellous,

3 X
-x- fox
-cc- accept

expansion, extensive, extension, accept, exception, access,
success, accidentally, accent, oxygen, toxic

4 Z
-z- zip,
-ze - snooze,
-se- choose
-s- is

snooze, bronze, seize, blizzard, summarise,
compose.generalise, criticise, appraise, business

5 Ow
-ou- doubt

doubt, mountainous, renowned, cowardly, overcrowded,
spouted, devout, ploughed, scrounge, thousands,



-ow-cow
-ough-drought

6 ie
-igh- night
-y- hygiene
-i_e - like
-i- wild
-ie- pie
-eigh-height

dynamic, hygiene, byte, typhoon, magnify, require, device,
devise, advice, advise, clarify, knight, island, twilight,
lightning, identity, variety,

7 oe
-o_e - note
-ow-grow
-o- most
-oe-toe
-ough-though
-ou-soul
-ew-sew

obedient, obedience, noticeable, component, compose,
soldier, stomach, government, programme,

8 -ue-
-u_e - tune,
-u- pupil
-ew-few
-ue- cue

nutritious, inclusion, dispute, exclusion, contribute, preview,
communicate, community, nuisance,queue,

9 homophones stationary, stationery, who’s, whose, there, they’re and their,
affect, effect, license, licence, practise, practice, advise,
advice,


